
T H E  R E I N V E N T I O N 
R E T R E AT  F O R  
G LO BA L  L E A D E R S

With Life Coach & Certified Forum Facilitator

A private intimate retreat for 8 at a luxury beach front 
property Villa La Tosca in the South West of France

Deep down you know you’re meant to do remarkable things: To create 
big and new possibilities for yourself, to take action and change your 
life and the lives of others. Are you ready to honor the call and create 
a meaningful new vision for your life and work? Are you ready for the 
next version of YOU? Are you ready to REINVENT yourself?

If you’re stepping into your power, there’s no age limit on that.

Many of us are afraid to let go of our identities, as they are defined by 
our careers, communities, or the expectations of others.

Yet this is exactly where we need to start. Reinvention requires an 
audit on all levels. First we need to understand who you think you 
are: your self-image, your relationship to others, your current 
purpose and your world view.

This is about the next phase of your life. Reinvention is NOT about 
making incremental improvements: it requires starting from scratch.

In this retreat we will cover:
- The Reinvention Formula step-by-step
- The 4 critical energetic shifts that allow you to receive more
abundance in all areas of your life
- The Difference between Inner and Outer Purpose
- The Possibility Realm
- Taking Massive Action and Making Real Changes

“ My work is grounded and
rational, as well as spiritual and
transformative. I seek to guide
you towards your inner wholeness
and am committed to helping
you create a conscious and
fulfilled life on ALL levels! ”

Reinvent yourself, your relationships
and your legacy.

People can reinvent themselves at any
age. They start families, they find their
loved ones, they start new careers.

      A Certified Professional Life
Coach with a master’s degree
in Finance & International
Relations from Sciences Po
(Paris) & MGIMO (Moscow), 
Nina has spent more than a decade
honing her craft as a coach &
facilitator, working with top-tier
executives, CEOs, leadership
teams and board members.
       Nina is also a Russian-German
former professional tennis player
and is based in Paris where she
lives with her husband and their
7 children.
      She has worked across over
30 countries and with more
than 2000 individuals, with
one clear aim: to raise the level
of awareness and holistically
elevate their life experience.
      Nina’s work includes facilitating
Executive Retreats, Forums,
Supercharges and Deep Dives
that help to enhance personal
development in community
settings.

SAVE THE DATE!

24 - 26 MARCH 2023

www.ninaurman.com www.villalatosca.com +33 5.56.60.29.86 | enquiries@villalatosca.com

Nina Urman



THE PROPERTY | VILLA LA TOSCA

THE REINVENTION RETREAT 
Reinventing who you are on all levels for global leaders

         You will be staying two nights in the beautiful beach front property Villa La Tosca located on the  
Arcachon bay in the South West of France. The atmosphere is known for its comforting luxurious  
home-like environment and healing energy.
         The perfect environment for introspection and stillness allowing you to be able to let go and surrender 
into the deep process of the retreat as well as create deeper bonds and connection with others.
You are directly connected to nature, stepping out of the gate and right onto a beautiful strech of beach with 
calm waves and extended views.

• Setting the Stage and Space for Reinvention 
& Exploring the Reinvention Formula.
•  Visualisation and Connection Exercise.
• Intentions and Desires. 
• Introducing the Reinvention Flow:

        Uncovering YOU
        Exploring the POSSIBILITY REALM
        Choosing and Declaring a Possibility in your Life 
        Taking Massive Action

Post Work Who You are: Your Self-Image

    UNCOVERING YOU
Mind Mastery
How to effectively manage your THOUGHTS and 
beliefs.

1.Self-Image
2.Relationship with others 
3.Purpose
4.World Paradigm

Emotional Mastery
How to effectively understand and process your  
emotions.

    EXPLORING THE POSSIBILITY REALM
• A blank Canvas
• What is a possibility?
• How to choose a possibility for your life?

Energy Mastery
How to cultivate energy leadership from within.

    YOUR DECLARATION
• Share Your Declarations
• Difference between Massive and Passive Action 
• Making Requests and Promises
• Failing forward 

Living an Inside-Out Life
How to live in the highest expression of yourself and 
manifest your heart’s desire.

    SYNERGY: TAKING MASSIVE ACTION
• Mind Tricks and Tactics
• Self-Confidence 
• Bringing it all together
• Closing Circle

All included:
+ Immersive Friday to Sunday Retreat program 
+ Two nights stay at a 5 Star Property - Villa La Tosca
+ Six delicious healthy nutritious meals
+ Airport Transfers (35min from Bordeaux Airport)
+ Before and after care support with Nina
+ An unforgettable life changing experience!

From € 2,800 pp    Contact us here for bookings:

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

INVESTMENT

+33 5.56.60.29.86 | enquiries@villalatosca.com


